Connectionist neuropsychology: uncovering ultimate causes of acquired dyslexia
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Acquired dyslexia offers a unique window on to the nature of the cognitive and neural architecture supporting skilled reading. This paper provides an integrative overview of recent empirical and computational work on acquired dyslexia within the context of the primary systems framework as implemented in connectionist neuropsychological models. This view proposes that damage to general visual, phonological or semantic processing abilities are the root causes of different forms of acquired dyslexia. Recent case-series behavioural evidence concerning pure alexia, phonological dyslexia and surface dyslexia that supports this perspective is presented. Lesion simulations of these findings within connectionist models of reading demonstrate the viability of this approach. The commitment of such models to learnt representations allows them to capture key aspects of performance in each type of acquired dyslexia, particularly the associated non-reading deficits, the role of relearning and the influence of individual differences in the premorbid state of the reading system. Identification of these factors not only advances our understanding of acquired dyslexia and the mechanisms of normal reading but they are also relevant to the complex interactions underpinning developmental reading disorders.

1. Introduction

Your ability to read the words on this page must rely upon your capacity to process their component letters and then access their associated sounds and meanings. This seemingly effortless process relies on a complex set of cognitive processes housed within a distributed set of neural regions [1]. Reading is of course an essential skill in modern society, and hence the mechanisms underpinning skilled reading have been the subject of much behavioural research, which has led to the development of detailed computational models of the reading process [2,3]. Yet there is still ongoing debate about the fundamental assumptions embodied by competing perspectives [4–7]. In recent times, neuroimaging data have been applied to attempt to support different theoretical perspectives on reading [8–10], but to date this has proved less than decisive. This is at least partly because, while data from normal neuroimaging can reveal what processes are involved in skilled reading aloud, they cannot determine which aspects are necessary. In this sense, data from acquired dyslexia, which are disorders of reading in previously literate individuals as a result of brain damage, constitute a unique and essential source of evidence to enhance our understanding of the reading system.

Through considering the striking reading deficits observed after different kinds of lesions, we can see what elements are necessary for fluent reading and where these processes are housed in the brain. While a number of models can account for basic facts about acquired dyslexia, recent case-series data have indicated that these disorders are in fact more multi-faceted, dynamic and variable than previously thought [11–13]. This paper aims to demonstrate that these case-series data on acquired dyslexia can be best accommodated within connectionist models. Lesioning of these models to capture the effects of brain damage is termed connectionist neuropsychology, an approach that has been most thoroughly
developed in the context of acquired dyslexia. This paper provides an integrative overview of this work with reference to three well-studied forms of acquired dyslexia, namely pure alexia, phonological dyslexia and surface dyslexia. For each type of dyslexia, a theme emerges that relates to the assumptions and capabilities of connectionist neuropsychology, namely domain specificity, recovery and relearning, and individual differences in the premorbid reading system. Each of these themes relates directly to the promise of connectionist models to capture key aspects of developmental reading disorders.

2. The primary systems view

Connectionist models of reading aloud are framed within the primary systems view of acquired reading disorders [14]. This approach proposes that, as reading is a phylogenetically and ontogenetically late acquired ability, the mechanisms supporting literacy must rely upon more basic underlying representational systems. By this account, letters are simply a particular class of visual stimuli with specific perceptual requirements [15]. The process of learning to read requires that these novel symbols are mapped onto existing representations of speech sounds [3], which themselves emerge from the interplay of acoustics and articulation [16], and onto semantic knowledge, which is developed via detection of higher level correlations between the features of concepts across different modalities [17]. When brain damage impinges upon any of these primary visual, phonological or semantic systems, then a particular form of acquired dyslexia will result.

In the case of damage to areas supporting visual processing, the resultant disorder is pure alexia, as high-acuity visual information is particularly relevant to the demands of reading. This contrasts with the attribution of this disorder to disconnection of reading-specific orthographic representations [18]. In the case of damage to areas supporting phonological processing, the resultant disorder is phonological dyslexia, as subword phonology is particularly important when pronouncing novel strings of phonemes. This interpretation differs from models that attribute this to a selective deficit of reading-specific subword mappings from graphemes to phonemes [19]. Lastly, damage to areas representing semantic knowledge produces surface dyslexia, because meaning supports the reading aloud of words with exceptional spelling-to-sound mappings. This perspective challenges the attribution of this disorder to damage to reading-specific orthographic lexical representations [4].

It is a clear prediction of the primary systems view that the areas damaged in patients suffering from pure alexia, phonological and surface dyslexia should map onto those areas known to be involved in vision, phonology and semantics, respectively, as identified by functional neuroimaging of normal participants. This leads to the behavioural prediction that an association should be observed between the extent of impairments in visual, phonological or semantic processing and the degree of the reading deficit. To assess these kinds of relationships requires a case-series approach, where the performance of a number of patients across a variety of comparable assessments is considered [20–22].

3. Connectionist neuropsychology

The commitment of connectionist neuropsychology of dyslexia to the primary systems framework means that there is a focus on associations between patient performance on different tasks that contrasts with a more traditional neuropsychological emphasis on dissociation between abilities within a single case. Associations have traditionally been distrusted in cognitive neuropsychology as they may arise from the anatomical contiguity of regions supporting particular processes rather than to any functional link between the processes supporting task performance [4,23,24]. While this is certainly a valid concern, with recent increases in the availability of patient neuroimaging and advances in our understanding of the functional neuroanatomy of the language processing system [1,25], this interpretation of associations can now often be discounted. It should be emphasized that the connectionist neuropsychological focus on association does not entail disregarding dissociations, but rather that their relative frequency is important in guiding interpretation concerning functional independence of underlying cognitive components.

In addition to a different methodological emphasis, connectionist neuropsychology also challenges a number of key assumptions of the traditional cognitive neuropsychological approach [2]. The first challenge is to the assumption of modularity, both functional and structural. One of the defining features of modularity is that cognitive components are domain specific [26], hence with respect to reading, this entails a model that includes elements devoted to the processing of letter strings [2]. This contrasts with the notion of domain generality that is at the heart of the primary systems account of reading disorders. Connectionist models assume that the components of the cognitive and neural architecture respond to multiple different types of stimuli, such as words and faces [15]. While this approach does incorporate a degree of learned specialization within the system, this is graded and corresponds to the processing demands associated with particular characteristics of the input, rather than mapping categorically onto its domain.

Another key assumption in traditional neuropsychology is that of subactivity [2,27], whereby it is assumed that the only effect of brain damage is to remove a component of the normal system. Yet the highly interactive and dynamic nature of the reading system makes this assumption unlikely to be true in most cases. In acquired dyslexia, it is rarely the case that we simply see an isolated deficit for a particular word type. Rather, the reading deficit is often accompanied by an upregulation of other aspects of the reading system. Nor is acquired dyslexia a static disorder, as we know that even in the case of a punctate damage event, for example stroke, there is significant recovery and relearning. Similarly, in dyslexia arising from dementia, there is a continuing decline over time. Connectionist models are well placed to capture these changes, as processing in such models is both interactive and dynamic, and indeed the changes that occur in the operation of the reading system in acquired dyslexia can be extremely illuminating.

The final key assumption of cognitive neuropsychology is that of uniformity of the cognitive architecture across different individuals [2]. With the increasing availability of patient neuroimaging, we can now start to appreciate that the consequences of a similar lesion are quite variable across cases. In the domain of reading, connectionist neuropsychology has provided an account of some of this variation in terms of premorbid state determining the nature of post-damage deficits observed. Connectionist models can address all of these aspects of acquired dyslexia that challenge traditional assumptions because these models rely upon learnt, and hence flexible, processing. While the data can be simulated within static localist
models, this provides a re-description of the phenomenon rather than an explanation in terms of more general properties of the reading system [5,28].

4. Pure alexia

The defining feature of pure alexia is markedly slow reading aloud combined with an abnormally large effect of the number of letters. The neural damage underpinning this disorder encompasses the posterior portion of the fusiform gyrus (pFG) in the left hemisphere (figure 1a) which overlaps with the area activated in normal participants when viewing words relative to viewing checkerboards [30]. As can be seen in figure 1f(i), patients with a severe reading disorder as a result of pFG lesions show very slow reading speeds that are unduly affected by letter length, in contrast to the rapid reading and negligible length effects shown by normal participants [31]. Although stroke lesions are variable and often extend beyond the pFG, voxel-based lesion symptom mapping has revealed that the length effect in reading is indeed associated with damage specifically to the pFG [11]. In terms of theoretical accounts of this disorder, debates have centred around the domain specificity of the functional cause, with some accounts proposing damage to reading-specific cognitive components housed in pFG, whereas the

Figure 1. (a) Lesion overlap maps for the case series of patients with left posterior fusiform gyrus lesions according to the severity of their reading disorders (slope of the length effect) from [11], with the scale representing the number of participants out of the total in that group with lesions in a given area. (b) For the same patients, reading performance according to word length (i) and matching performance for unfamiliar Kanji symbols according to complexity and foil similarity (ii) from [11]. (c) The connectionist model from [29], which accepts retinotopic visual input (bottom layer of units, within each block, central on left and peripheral on right), with red indicating the set of units where the damage produced deficits in both word and face processing.
connectionist primary systems perspective holds that the disorder arises as a consequence of the involvement of this area in the kind of visual processing that is particularly salient for word reading.

(a) Domain specificity

There is clear agreement across functional imaging studies that the left pFG is consistently activated in response to words, although there has been considerable debate about the extent to which this activation is specific to these stimuli [32,33]. The performance of pure alexic patients has in fact been one of the strongest forms of evidence for the modality specificity of this region, because as the name suggests, such patients are portrayed as having a highly selective deficit in the processing of letter strings, without concomitant disorders of spelling (dysgraphia) or spoken language processing (aphasia) [32,34]. Careful evaluation of this claim in light of recent evidence, however, suggests quite a different interpretation, more consistent with the connectionist primary systems account in terms of a more general visual deficit.

Pure alexia is unusual among the acquired dyslexias in that it is defined in terms of speed, rather than accuracy, of reading. Of those reports of pure alexic patients who had intact processing of non-linguistic stimuli, many assessed performance purely in terms of accuracy, and hence likely lacked sensitivity to more general visual processing deficits. Indeed, in one of the first direct considerations of this issue, Behrmann et al. [35] found five pure alexic patients to be abnormally slow in the naming of pictures, but only when those pictures were visually complex. Similar deficits have been observed when processing entirely novel stimuli, as visual processing deficits may be underestimated when using familiar stimuli that offer top-down support. Mycroft et al. [36] found in a case series of seven pure alexic patients that there were impairments in processing strings of novel letter-like visual symbols. Moreover, they explored the ability of these patients to match checkerboards and found them to show a disproportionate impact of the complexity of the stimulus, relative to normal participants.

More recently, in the largest case-series study of this issue to appear to date, Roberts et al. [11] considered the performance of 20 patients with pFG damage both in reading aloud and other visual processing tasks. Not only did they find slowed object naming and spoken word-to-picture matching, they additionally demonstrated that performance on these tasks was quantitatively related to the extent of the reading deficit as measured by the size of the length effect in reading reaction times. This visual deficit extended to matching performance for novel non-linguistic stimuli, including both checkerboards and Kanji characters (figure 1h(iii)), and was most apparent in those cases where the stimuli were complex and the distractors were similar. Moreover, it was the reaction times for these complex stimuli with similar distractors that were most strongly related to the length effect in reading aloud. These associations between performances on different types of visual stimuli are precisely what would be predicted according the primary systems account.

The pattern of visual processing deficits seen across these studies also provides a suggestion as to the underlying mechanism of impairment. Words are a very particular type of visual stimuli, in that they are a small and easily confusable set of symbols that draw on high spatial frequency information. Indeed, Woodhead et al. [37] demonstrated that the area of the left pFG that responded to words over scrambled words also responded particularly to gratings of high over low spatial frequency. This observation is highly congruent with Roberts et al.’s [11] findings that in a subset of their patients tested on measures of visual acuity, there was a clear deficit specifically for the medium to high spatial frequency range. These findings fit well with proposals for a retinotopic organization of visual cortex, with words mapping onto the high-acuity areas involved in foveal vision [38–40].

It is interesting to note that a rather different kind of visual stimulus, namely faces, also partially relies on high spatial frequency information for efficient processing. Woodhead et al. [37] found considerable overlap between the left pFG areas that were active for word processing/high spatial frequency gratings and those that were active for face processing, with a homologous right hemisphere region active for both face processing and low spatial frequency gratings. This accords closely with the functional neuroimaging results of Hasson et al. [38], which showed left pFG activation for face processing proximal to activation for word processing. There is therefore a clear prediction from this account that pure alexic patients should also manifest difficulties in face processing tasks, which has recently been confirmed by Behrmann & Plaut [41].

Hence, although pure alexia was once considered the existence proof for cognitive and neural representations specifically dedicated to reading, more recent case-series data have demonstrated more general deficits for complex visual stimuli that share particular characteristics with letter strings. When assessed, the pure alexic patients demonstrate deficits in the medium to high spatial frequencies necessary for processing such items, consistent with the association of their lesion site to such frequencies across different visual stimuli in normal functional neuroimaging. The recent development of computational models that accept retinotopic visual input (figure 1c) has meant that these more general visual processing deficits for words and faces can be simulated [29]. Within these models, graded specialization of visual cortex according to the properties of the stimulus emerges over the course of learning [15,29].

5. Phonological dyslexia

The reading profile seen in phonological dyslexia is a relatively selective deficit in reading aloud novel letter strings, or non-words, which are often lexicalized (e.g. gat > ‘cat’). This deficit for novel letters strings causes a disproportionate lexicality effect, or advantage for words over nonwords, in reading accuracy, which mirrors the reaction time effects observed in normal healthy readers [42]. These patients rely heavily on meaning to support their reading, as performance for words is strongly determined by the imageability of their referent [43]. Patients with phonological dyslexia usually come to attention owing to a concomitant non-fluent aphasia, or difficulty in processing spoken language, primarily in terms of production [43]. Phonological dysgraphia, a relatively selective difficulty in nonword spelling is usually also observed. Phonological dyslexia is often seen after damage to the left perisylvian regions ([44]; figure 2a) associated with phonological processing in normal neuroimaging studies [46]. Some have proposed that phonological dyslexia is caused by damage to a dedicated system of subword mappings that exist to permit reading of novel letter strings [19]. The co-occurrence of
phonological dyslexia and non-fluent aphasia associated with left perisylvian damage is precisely what would be predicted according to the primary systems view, which attributes this reading disorder to the damage to general phonological processes that are particularly important when dealing with novel strings [47], as these do not have recourse to any of the semantic support available for words.

(a) Recovery and relearning
The primary systems account of phonological dyslexia predicts that there should be a correlation between performance on phonological processing tests and nonword reading performance. A number of case-series studies to date have validated this prediction. The first report of such an association was provided by Patterson & Marcel [48] who found that six phonologically dyslexic patients with intact nonword repetition were all severely impaired when asked to remove or add phonemes to spoken strings, particularly when this required a nonword response (e.g. crall → ‘rall’). In a subsequent study of 12 cases that replicated the association between nonword reading and phoneme manipulation abilities, Crisp & Lambon Ralph [43] also revealed effects of lexicality and word imageability of comparable magnitude.

Figure 2. (a) Three example cases of lesions associated with phonological dyslexia from [44], encompassing posterior inferior frontal gyrus/Broca’s area/precentral Gyrus (left), superior temporal gyrus (middle, arrow) and supramarginal gyrus (right, arrow). (b) Reading performance for 12 chronic stroke aphasic patients from [43] on the Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia (PALPA) 31 low-frequency words and PALPA 36 nonwords, with severity determined by picture-naming ability (i) and 34 observations of progressive non-fluent aphasia patients’ reading from [13] on the Surface List low-frequency words and nonwords, with severity determined by picture-naming ability (ii). (c) The connectionist model from [45] with red indicating the connections damaged to simulate phonological dyslexia (dotted and solid arrows indicate 30 and 80% connectivity, respectively).
across reading aloud and delayed repetition. Although a few case studies have reported intact phonological processing in phonological dyslexia [23], case-series studies have demonstrated general phonological processing deficits in those selected for their nonword reading deficits.

In a case series that selected patients according to presence of a left perisylvian lesion, evidence of extensive impairments in reading and spelling, most pronounced for nonwords, was found across 27 patients [44]. Reading performance correlated strongly with performance on a phonological processing battery including both repetition and phoneme manipulation tasks. In terms of underlying damage, the size of the lexicality effect correlated with damage in left inferior frontal and precentral gyri, but lesions to any of five perisylvian areas associated with phonological processing in functional imaging studies [46] was sufficient to produce phonological dyslexia (figure 2a). This is consistent with a view in which the general function of phonological processing is supported by the coordinated operation of a network of distributed perisylvian cortical areas. Large lesions to this network cause deep dyslexia [49], which is characterized by severe nonword reading deficits combined with semantic errors in word reading (e.g. heart > 'blood'). These patients show clear phonological processing impairments and also deficits on some semantic assessments [43], hence it remains unclear whether their semantic errors arise owing to the removal of phonological constraints on normal semantic activation [50,51] or additional disruption to semantic processing [43].

Damage to the left perisylvian phonological processing network is also seen in progressive non-fluent aphasia [52,53], and results in deficits on repetition and phoneme manipulation tests [54,55]. The primary systems view would therefore seem to predict that progressive non-fluent aphasia should be associated with phonological dyslexia. While is it the case that progressive non-fluent aphasia patients do indeed show nonword reading deficits, they also have difficulty in reading aloud exception words that contain atypical mappings between spelling and sound [13]. A similar pattern is seen irrespective of whether damage is focused more anteriorly on the insula or more posteriorly on the intraparietal sulcus [56–58], consistent with the perisylvian network view. The reading problems seen in progressive non-fluent aphasia do seem to stem directly from the phonological processing deficits, as performance for both nonwords and exception words are predicted by the rate of phonological errors in picture naming [13]. A stronger influence of lexicality upon reading performance in chronic non-fluent stroke aphasia than progressive non-fluent aphasia is illustrated in figure 2b. How are we to reconcile the different reading profiles seen in these two disorders, given both are associated with phonological deficits owing to left perisylvian damage?

Connectionist neuropsychological simulations suggest that the answer lies in differences between the two disorders in the opportunity for recovery and relearning. Lesioning phonological output representations in connectionist models by disrupting within-level connections and/or incoming connections (figure 3c) does indeed impair nonword reading, but it also impairs word reading, particularly for uncommon words with exceptional mappings between spelling and sound [60,61]. Nonwords are susceptible to damage as they lack semantic support, whereas exception words are vulnerable as activation of the correct pronunciation is weaker as a result of conflicting spelling-to-sound mappings. Hence, phonological damage alone produces a good approximation of performance in progressive non-fluent aphasia, where the opportunity for recovery and relearning is minimal [61]. By contrast, lesion simulations that have allowed the model a period of relearning [45,60] have shown that the performance for words improves, with the remaining connection weights adjusting to increase the contribution of the semantic pathway, although very severe damage can limit capacity for relearning. It seems plausible to assume, in the context of a punctate damage event, for example stroke, that relearning will occur for words as a consequence of their presence in the patients' environment, and hence that the lexicality effect that defines phonological dyslexia is an emergent phenomenon.

6. Surface dyslexia

The hallmark of surface dyslexia is a deficit in reading aloud words with exceptional spelling-to-sound correspondences (e.g. brooch), particularly for those lower in frequency. These exceptional items are usually regularized, in that they are pronounced according to more common spelling-to-sound mappings (e.g. 'browch'). The deficits for exception words cause an enhanced regularity effect in reading accuracy, paralleling those seen in normal readers in reaction times [62]. Spelling of exception words is usually undermined in a parallel fashion to reading [63]. Surface dyslexia is most commonly seen in semantic dementia, a form of fronto-temporal dementia characterized by progressive deterioration of conceptual knowledge owing to atrophy and hypometabolism of anterior temporal lobe regions ([59,64,65]; figure 3a) that have recently been shown to be active in normal participants both while completing semantic processing tasks [66,67] and when reading aloud exceptional items [68]. As localist models invoke lexical knowledge to support exception word reading, the integrity of semantic information is irrelevant, and therefore surface dyslexia has been simulated as the result of damage to whole-word orthographic representations [4]. In connectionist models, the semantic system provides whole-word knowledge able to support exception word reading, consistent with observations of imageability effects for exception words among normal readers [69–71]. The co-occurrence of surface dyslexia with semantic deficits and anterior temporal lobe damage is exactly what would be expected according to the primary systems view.

(a) Individual differences

The primary systems view of reading disorders predicts an association between the degree of semantic impairment and the severity of the exception word reading deficit. Indeed, many studies have demonstrated a relationship between integrity of semantic knowledge and exception word reading performance in semantic dementia both across patients [12,55,63,72,73] and for particular words within a patient [74–76]. This relationship is sufficiently reliable that in fact surface dyslexia has come to represent a supportive feature in the diagnosis of semantic dementia [77–79]. Nevertheless, advocates of localist models have suggested that the association between semantic impairment and surface dyslexia in semantic dementia is spurious [4]. The basis for this assertion is the existence of rare single cases of dissociation...
between impaired knowledge of meaning and intact exception word reading [12]. By this account, the prevalence of surface dyslexia in semantic dementia is attributed to the spread of atrophy from the left anterior fusiform gyrus involved in semantic processing to the posterior fusiform regions thought to house the orthographic lexicon [4,24]. While it is certainly true that atrophy can spread to the left pFG in semantic dementia [80], there have been at least seven cases of surface dyslexia in semantic dementia who have shown no structural or functional damage to this region ([5]; figure 3a).

Hence another explanation must be found for dissociations between knowledge of meaning and exception word reading.

Plaut [81] suggested that premorbid individual differences may be at play. Within connectionist computational models of reading aloud, there is a graded division of labour across the direct pathway between orthography and phonology and the semantically mediated pathway. In principle, the direct pathway can learn to correctly map regular words, non-words and exception words. In practice, it is more efficient for the model to partially rely on semantic activation for words that are uncommon and/or exceptional in their spelling-to-sound correspondences. If the degree of division of labour can vary over individuals, this could result in dissociations between reading and meaning after brain damage.

Figure 3. (a) Areas of hypometabolism for the semantic dementia patients considered by [59]—note the absence of abnormality in BA37, within the red dashed circle in the leftmost slice. (b) A schematic of the connectionist model from [12] with versions of the model trained with decreasing levels of semantic support from left to right and red indicating the damage used to simulate surface dyslexia. The weight of the lines indicate the strength of connections developed during training, from a more semantic model on the left (blue) to a more direct model on the right (green). (c) Simulation of low-frequency exception word reading (LE) according to degree of semantic damage in this model, with blue corresponding to greater and green corresponding to lesser premorbid semantic reliance (i) and 100 observations of low-frequency exception word reading from 51 semantic dementia patients according to average of performance on picture naming and spoken word-to-picture matching (ii) from [12], with asterisks indicating outliers.
Woollams et al. [12] explored this issue by creating a population of models that varied in the amount of semantic support provided during training (figure 3b), then lesioning these models by reducing the quantity and clarity of semantic activation to simulate reading in semantic dementia (figure 3c(i)). We then compared these results to a large case series of reading data from 51 semantic dementia patients (figure 3c(ii)). The patient data showed a very strong relationship between the degree of semantic impairment, as measured by the non-reading tasks of picture naming and spoken word-to-picture matching, and exception word reading accuracy. The connectionist simulation of the effects of semantic damage upon reading aloud matched these data very closely, with the model’s predictions accounting for 93% of the variance in the patients’ reading. This strong similarity between the model and patient data suggest that premorbid individual differences exert an appreciable effect on the manifestation of acquired surface dyslexia.

7. Intervention for acquired dyslexia

By placing the reading system in its evolutionary and developmental context, the primary systems view allows us to consider the ultimate causes [82] of reading deficits, which in turn entails clear predictions concerning which interventions are likely to prove successful. Although remediation of the underlying deficit is the general principle, more severe damage to a primary system may entail a focus on increasing reliance on other intact abilities to compensate. Pure alexia has proved difficult to remediate through a focus on visual word recognition, but promising results have been obtained in more severe cases using kinaesthetic information to supplement degraded visual input [83–85]. In phonological dyslexia, word and nonword reading performance has been found to improve as a consequence of working on phonological processing capacity [54,86,87], but when such deficits are severe, as in deep dyslexia, then increasing reliance on semantic processing has also proved effective [87–89]. To date, the few studies concerning therapy for surface dyslexia have focused on linking orthography with meaning [90,91], however the primary systems view suggests that improvements in semantic knowledge should be accompanied by improved reading.

It should be emphasized that the implication of the primary systems view is not that a therapy directed specifically toward reading itself will be ineffective. Rather, because reading is parasitic upon more primary systems, treatment of deficits within those systems should yield generalization across tasks to reading. Connectionist neuropsychology has also allowed simulation of therapeutic interventions, which have shown that gains and degree of generalization depends upon lesion site [92] and timing of intervention after damage [93]. Such simulations have also considered the extent to which one can opt to treat particular items in order to maximize generalization to untreated items. This has suggested that function along the semantic pathway is enhanced more by treating semantically atypical items (e.g. penguin) than typical items (e.g. dog) [92], which has been confirmed in subsequent interventions for anomia [94]. By contrast, function along the direct pathway between orthography and phonology should be enhanced more by training with regular items (e.g. black) than exception items (e.g. blood) [93]), which appears to be the case in therapy [95]. These simulations demonstrate how connectionist neuropsychology can improve our understanding of the factors that determine treatment efficacy.

8. Promise for developmental dyslexia

The implementation of the primary systems view within connectionist models makes this perspective ideally suited for application to reading development and its disorders. Individuals with developmental dyslexia form a heterogeneous population, and with reading problems that arise from a variety of causes [96], some of which may align with those seen in acquired dyslexia. For example, a recent case study of a developmentally dyslexic participant showed the enhanced length effects seen in pure alexia along with dysfunction in the left ventral occipito-temporal cortex [97]. This is consistent with other reports of abnormalities of this area in developmental dyslexia in terms of both function and structure [98–100]. Many developmentally dyslexic individuals have associated phonological processing deficits [96,101] in line with the prevalence of nonword reading deficits in this sample [102,103]. This profile fits with observations that developmentally dyslexic individuals show disruptions of the structure and function of the left perisylvian language network [104–107] that is implicated in acquired phonological dyslexia. There is also evidence that children with inefficient semantic processing or smaller spoken vocabularies not only show poor reading comprehension but also weaknesses in exception word reading that are reminiscent of those seen in acquired surface dyslexia [108,109].

Although there have been suggestions that there are subtypes of developmental dyslexia that map onto acquired phonological and surface dyslexia [110,111], this does not seem to be true in the majority of cases [112,113], where a more mixed profile of deficits across nonwords and exception words is observed. This is hardly surprising given that developmental dyslexia is likely to have a series of complex and interacting causes over time. Connectionist models are well placed to capture this phenomenon, and simulations within an orthography to phonology model have shown that pre-reading phonological deficits cause problems with both nonword and exception word reading [114]. Developmental phonological dyslexia would emerge if a child comes to rely heavily on semantic activation to support the reading aloud of known words, as seems to be indicated in some cases [115]. By contrast, developmental surface dyslexia would emerge if there was compromised semantic activation of phonology in an otherwise normal reading system. In terms of intervention for developmental dyslexia, the general principle of remediation of primary systems must be tempered by consideration of interactions between components of the reading system over time. To date, many studies have shown reading gains from training in phonological awareness, particularly in younger children, but they have found additional benefits when a reading element is also included, particularly in older children [116–118]. While this may seem to run against the predictions of the primary systems view, it illustrates the dynamic nature of reading deficits, which has in fact been simulated in connectionist models [119]. Specifically, disruption to phonological representations before the onset of reading development will cause suboptimal mappings to develop between orthography and phonology. Once these mappings have been
formed, remediation of the phonological representations alone will not directly affect them, hence why inclusion of a reading component in interventions is particularly important in older children. This work provides an elegant demonstration of the way in which connectionist modelling has the potential to influence the formulation of remediation strategies, thereby helping to optimize treatment outcomes.

9. Summary and conclusion

This paper has provided an integrative overview of the current literature on acquired dyslexia according to a connectionist neuropsychological approach. This rests on the primary systems view of reading disorders which assumes that the cognitive and neural mechanisms involved in reading are also involved in other more basic language functions. Recent research on three subtypes of acquired dyslexia has demonstrated strong support for the predictions of connectionist neuropsychological models. The presence of visual processing deficits in pure alexia, phonological processing deficits in phonological dyslexia and semantic deficits in surface dyslexia are all in line with the predictions of the primary systems view. Moreover, consideration of performance in acquired dyslexia has highlighted key aspects of processing that do not fall naturally from other approaches, namely graded specialization, recovery and relearning, and the impact of normal variation on performance after damage. Connectionist neuropsychological models are able to capture these three dimensions of performance in acquired dyslexia as a consequence of their commitment to learnt representations. The success of the connectionist neuropsychological approach in uncovering the ultimate causes of acquired dyslexia clearly demonstrates its potential for revealing the cognitive and neural mechanisms involved in developmental disorders of reading in the future.
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